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view that diasporas can be dangerous owes
much to the case of the Serbs. According to conventional wisdom,
their desire to live in one state-a Greater Serbia-rather than
accept their fate as minorities in republics bordering the republic of Serbia caused the collapse of Yugoslavia. The president of Serbia, Slobodan
Milosevic. is said to have planned the breakup and the creation of a
Greater Serbia after his goal of becoming the new dictator of Yugoslavia
was foiled by political leaders in the republics of Slovenia, Croatia, and
Bosnia and Herzegovina. His instrUment was the transborder Serbs. By
reviving and manipulating their memories from World War II, when
Serbs in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina were, along with Jews
and Gypsies, the victims of a genocidal campaign by fascist governments, and by then persuading the Yugloslav People's Army, which
was formed in the antifascist struggle of World War II, to aid the Serbs'
rebellion
against the legitimate governments of these two republics,
n
Milo~vic
unleashed an avalanche of aggresslO and genocide in both
HE CONTEMPORARY

T

re ublics that lasted from 1991 to 1995.
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not provoke significant violence, it is said, because there were few Serbs
in Slovenia to give Milosevic both the claim to land and the excuse to
intervene. ill contrast, substantial numbers of Serbs in areas of Croatia
and Bosnia and Herzegovina bordering Serbia took up arms and
received Belgrade's support in order to "unify Serb lands" and avoid
becornmg part of a diaspora outside Serbia. Beginning in 1985, moreover,. the demand from the Serb minority in the southern Serbian
prov~ce. of Kosovo for protection from Belgrade against alleged discnmmatIOn by the Albanian-majority
provincial government had
propelled MiloSevic to power as the head of the Serbian League of Commurusts in 1987 and was said to be the grounds for a new campaign of
violence m 1998-99 against the majority Albanian population there.
. As early as late summer-fall of 1991, during the war in Croatia, pred,clJons based on the Serb case sounded alarms throughout the entire
region of dissolving communist regimes. The parallel was particularly
strong WIth the collapse of the Soviet Union. Would Russians who suddenly found themselves living outside the Russian Federation in new,
nelghbormg states, supported by Moscow, repeat the "Serb model"?'
What of the reach for domestic legitimacy through nationalism by postcornmumst governments in Eastern Europe? Was there a harbinger of
more MIlos
., .
.
. evices In statements like that for example of Hungarian
Prim Mini
"
'
,
e ruster Joszef Antall, when he greeted the Brioni Accord of July
1991,.which marked the end of the conflict in Slovenia, with a veiled,
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.
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" ..
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frontiers: "We gave
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ere ISno more Yugoslavia then we should
get It back"?' Alth
h
'
.
..
oug the population of Vojvodina an autonomous
proVInce in Serbi
H'
'
H
..
ia on ungary s southern border, was only 16.9 percent
unganan in 1991, that figure was greater than the 12.2 percent of the
Croatian
populati
. h
Budapest al
on In t at year who were Serbs.' Such rhetoric from
side Hung erted many to the large Hungarian populations living outand the po::~ti'::r 7~;ghborIng Serbia, Croatia, Slovakia, and Romania
more efforts to chan the Serb example to move northward, provoking
Although the Serte ~orders-If necessary,. through war.'
Yugoslavia located to [;,ePulatIOn of Macedorua-the federal republic of
census, the model had b:outh ofSerbla-,,:as only 2 percent in the 1991
minds by Dece b
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C
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easternBosnia, the troops remained in Macedonia into 1999 to prevent
a Serbian campaign in Kosovo from provoking spillover into Macedonia.The link in this case would be Albanian diasporas in both Serbia
and northwestern Macedonia that might go to war, like Serbs, for a
GreaterAlbania.'
The fears about Russians and Hungarians did not, for the most part,
materialize. Most of the states emerging from communist rule in EasternEurope adopted legislation early on that claimed their right to protecttheir conationals living in other states, but violence did not follow.
Worry over the repeat of the Serb model among Albanians outside
Albania (in Montenegro, Macedonia, and Greece as well as Kosovo)
tooka backseat to the focus on Slobodan Milosevic, and the cause of the
Albanian armed rebellion against Serbia, led by an inchoate Kosovo
Liberation Army in 1996-98, carne to be seen widely as a predictable
and legitimate response to Serbian repression in the province. Theanalogydrawn between Milosevic and Adolf Hitler, who used protection of
transborder Germans in Sudetenland and Silesia as the excuse to invade
Czechoslovakia and Poland but did not stop there, redirected attention
away from the Serb diaspora and toward Milosevic's guilt.
The German parallel, in fact, underlay most public debate about the
Serbnational question from 1991 to 1999 and motivated policy toward
. For example, an internationa
..
I··cnrruna I tribunal was estabYcgoslavia.
lishedduring the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina modeled after the rbia
established at Nuremberg, Germany, after 1945 to try Nazis, and Ser of
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By March 24 1999 th H"
conventional wisd
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Croatian
emigres when no other party in Croatia had any funds.' Albanians in the United States and in Switzerland and Germany (again as
loreign
workers originally) also contributed substantial monies and
volunteers
to the independence struggle of Albanians in Kosovo, particularly
its armed phase.
Incontrast, the Serb diaspora community-largely
in the United
States
but also in Australia and Canada, and as foreign workers, like
Croats,in Germany and Austria-played
a negligible role in the
Yugoslav
collapse and the Serbian cause therein. Few emigres returned
andlittlemoney was sent either to the nationalist effort at home or the
public
relations campaigns abroad. In a brief period after the Yugoslav
dissolution,several prominent emigre Serbs, including the crown
prince,
Alexander Karadjordjevich, a businessman in London with
Is There a Model?
littleknowledge of the Serbian language, and Milan Panic, a wealthy
The unexpected and horrifi
.
the optimism th t f'
c VIOlenceof the Yugoslav wars so shattered pharmaceuticals emigre in California, did become significantly
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Outside
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It ,::clUded efforts to promote a; early 1970s, in the early to mld-1980s
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Thiswas particularly evident once the political ferment of the 1980s
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elections of A;ri~~;~~ ~roatian federal republic in
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and many Bosniacs (Bosnian Muslims) speak hopefully of eventually exceptionof Bulgarians.' They had lived under different imperial
uniting their new country with the Sandiak. Similarly, Croatsfrom .gimes(Byzantine, Ottoman, Habsburg [Austria-Hungary after 1867],
Herzegovina became increasingly dominant in Zagreb businessand andVenetian) and had followed very different political trajectories
politics after Croatian independence, while Croats in Herzegovinaand lowardcommon citizenship in Yugoslavia, but their distinct national
other parts of the western borderlands of Bosnia and Herzegovinawet historiesand cultures were joined into one, unitary state. Some
supported politically, financially, and militarily by Zagreb andTudjmID Slovenes
and Croats were left outside the country, in Austria and Italy,
in their war against the Bosnian government and the SDAandeven whilesome Macedonians found themselves in Greece, Bulgaria, or
after the peace, and they still hoped in 1999 to unite with Croatia.Those Albania.
The new Yugoslav border also created many non-south Slav
who might be called "diaspora" Serbs, in Croatia and in Bosniaan~ dasporaswithin the country, such as Albanians, Italians, Hungarians,
Herzegovina, by contrast, formed their own political party, theSero Turks, and Romanians. After World War II, the new Communist regime
Democratic Party, not branches of a Belgrade party. It was the dominIDI ,structured the country into a federation that recognized the distinctSerbian party in these areas during the breakup of the country,buill nessof these south Slav peoples and drew internal borders along
was not the largest vote-getter. Serbs in Croatia voted overwhehning1r "national"lines that, reflecting the motley pattern of settlement within
not for Serb "ethnic" parties but for the re-formed communislparty, fuecountry if ethnicity is considered, added to the number of people
called the Party for Democratic Change (SDP). In Bosnia andHer" living
outside their home state although still within the same country.
govina, where 90 percent of the population voted for a national par~W Thelargest such group was Serbs. By the census of 1991, when these
1990, Serbs voted for ethnic parties, but that vote was spread am""!
inlernal
borders were transformed into international borders, about 25
many Bosman Serb parties, reflecting differences of political opimon percent
of the Serb population in Yugoslavia did not live in the Serbian
and Ideology within the community, not a nationalist vote per se.Ordi
republic:
They numbered at least 2.5 million out of 8.5 million Serbs, not
after 1991 did Serbian parties become politically involved amongSerbl inclUding
those who chose the "Yugoslav" identity (700,400 in total in
ill Croatia and especially in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
1991)
instead.!? The constitutional order of federal Yugoslavia recogIn sum, while there is no doubt about the political, military, and~o nizedthe rights of national self-determination of all of its six connomic support for Serbs in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina lrom S!iluent,
south Slav nations, regardless of the divisions imposed by
political parties and authorities in Belgrade, that relationship between fuese
internal borders; but once the country began to head toward disdiaspora and homeland capital was late in coming, when comparedW ~lutioninto separate nation-states, the burning issues became the fact
other national groups ill the former Yugoslavia. And the reverserel" ollheseborders, where they had been drawn in 1945, and what it might
tionship, the role of diaspora Serbs in the homeland capital of Belgrade,mean
to be a Serb in a non-Serb state.
was In~lgnlf~cant compared to that of diaspora Croats and BosniaCSI
Thusthe second check on this model is that the Serb case is not an
respectively, ill Zagreb and Sarajevo.
~e of Serbs per se but of the breakup of the country, the political deciviolcr
facts-that
the
only
relevant
Serb"
diaspora"
for
the
question
Sions
made about where the borders of the new states would be, and the
o f vlOenceinth
f
Y
.
f die
ormer ugoslavia was the "internal" diasporaoil natureof citizenship rights and national identity in these new states.
e era system, and that these Serbs were not the only ethnonatio~ In~rnationalnorms and actors playa significant part in this aspect of the
~~OgUOPsIS
there to behave as diasporas of their future homelands on~ Siory,
for it is an international decision to recognize new states and their
avia broke ap t
.
Had the internal, federal borders been drawn differently in 1945,
"model " Wh
. ar -suggest
a second crucial anomaly 01thJl borders.
real iss~e at st:~ ~laspora p~pulations are transborder minoritie. thl orredrawn in 1991, there would not have been a substantial Serb diasnot by choice ofeelsthe location of a political border. They are diaspOr' paracontiguous to Serbia or any violence contesting those borders. This
the idea of a diaspora in Eastern Europe 1Sbetter stated as one of
which they had no~ratlOn
but by virtue of a political decision,ave ~Why
trapped on the other side of a border that
them outside the st t u~n~e,.to draw a state border in a way thatleaV~ liansborderminorities-people
The creation OfY~:0 t .en national group.
COuld
have been drawn differently, and their status as an ethnic n:'0rIty
vened at Versailles i; t~~vIa after Wodd War I by the great powersCOO' in astateclaiming leoitirnacy on the basis of the majority nation.
0•
I . d -that the Serbs are
In the area of Southeaste~;~thered
Into one state most of the people Thethird check on this conventlOna WIS om
'.
ist leader
urope who were south 51avs, withlhe analogousto the Third Reich, where an aggresslVe, expartstoru
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in the homeland capital links up with, and is even propelled by,diaspora Serbs to break up a state and foment war to create a Greater
SerbIa-:-'s provided by the great variety of behavior among Serbsthemselves in this mtema! Yugoslav diaspora. In both the Croatian andthe
Bosman ~ars,
violence was concentrated for the most part in border
areas and m ethnically mixed communities. More than two-thirdsofthe
Serb population of Croatia remained loyal to Croatia as it was becommg mdependent and remained in place to take out Croatian citizenship.
Of the third who lived in or fled to the contested border areas,many
fled to Serbia rather than remain a minority, yet even the majorityof
those tried to stay but were expelled by Croatian military force in 1995.
The Serb population of Croatia had been reduced by death, emigration
or expulsion from 12 percent in 1991 to 3 percent in 1995. How many
Serbs in Bosma and Herzegovina out of the 33 percent of the prewar
population remained loyal to the new leadership of Bosnia and Herzegovma is difficult to assess. We do know that about 17 percent remained
In "non- Ser b" areas (controlled by and contested between Bosnian
Muslims and Bosnian Croats) at the time of the Washington Agreement
of March 1994, even though this agreement created a federation
betweenthese two Bosnian nations as an alliance against BosnianSerbs
and denied Serbs their prewar status as a constituent nation in their
own . country . This Ser b mmonty
.
. in
. th e federation was equal to the prop~rlIon of the entire prewar Bosnian population who identified themse asf as Croats. And although during the war many Serbs fled these
:reas or regions controlled by the Bosnian Serb army or to Serbia itself,
D very large percentage did not leave "federation" territory until the
litaYdtonpeace agreement of November 1995 acknowledged the tripare IVlSlOnof Bosnia and H
.
.
identity." Similarl in M
er~egovma according to "ethnonatiorel
split between a
aced~ma, the Serb community was internally
much smaller part ~er p~rt: at remained loyal to Macedonia anda
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Iitici
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angere
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ace Oman citiz
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CISIOnto stay
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but triadic, between the diaspora and the nationalizing state in which
its members unwittingly find themselves as new citizens, and between
the diaspora and a homeland state with some interests (whether of state
or nation is not foreseeable) in their fate." Because the issue of minority
rights has been a prominent feature of European security regimes
throughout the twentieth century, beginning with the post-World War I
settlements that created national states out of the dissolving multinational empires, this, like the issue of borders, is also subject to outside
influence and policy.
More than 600,000Serbs, furthermore, chose to flee instead to Serbia
or Montenegro. There they were received in private homes rather than
being housed in camps, as were Bosnian Croats in Croatia, for example.
Nonetheless, they were classified as refugees (as citizens from Croatia
or from Bosnia and Herzegovina)." and as economic hardship grew
more severe in Serbia, their hosts increasingly treated them as a burden,
considering them as distant kin, perhaps, but not Serbian Serbs." The
Serbian leaders who claimed the mantle of Serb protectors did little or
nothing to provide for them or make them feel welcome in Serbia. Of
the Serbs expelled from Croatia in 1995, the 150,000 to 200,000 who
went across the river to Bosnia remain stateless, with no prospects of
citizenship in the Serb Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The reason
is that international authorities support the wishes of the govenunent
in Sarajevo, against that of leaders in the Serb entity in Bosnia, to deny
them the rights to Bosnian citizenship that might increase Serb numbers
proportionally. International efforts instead aim (unsuccessfully by late
1999) at persuading Croatia to allow Serbs to return to their homes and
minority status there. Moreover, many hundreds of thousands (the
numbers remain imprecise) of Serbs from Serbia also fled their homeland during the wars to go abroad rather than be drafted to fight for
.
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breakup, and the reasons why some Serbs outside of Serbia werewilling
to risk their lives and fight so as not to become a diaspora after thelossof
Yugoslavia. These reasons include the mobilizing role of nationalideology, the political struggle over the national question within and between
the Yugoslav republics at issue, the characteristics of those who didfight,
and, not least, the role of international actors and decisions.

The Breakup of Yugoslavia
In the course of the 1980s, the Yugoslav socialist political and economic
system was heading toward collapse 15 The primary cause was abalance
of-payments and foreign debt crisis that was in turn a result ofdramatic
external shocks to the country's current account and the conditionsfor
financing the trade deficit. The fact that a foreign debt crisis was general
in Eastern Europe and Latin America at the time confirms the existence
of some external causes, but the consequences were domestic. Throughout Eastern Europe, the final result was the same-the
end of thesocialist system. But while elsewhere socialism in time was replacedby
market economies and parliamentary democracy, its demise in Yugoslavia brought an end to the country itself. The violence that accompanied its dissolution-in
contrast, for example, to the breakup01
Czechoslovakia-is
easily explained as a contest over where the new
borders of the successor states would be; but why the country did dssolve, and why there was such a contest over borders, requires a much
deeper understanding of the reform process, the constitutional system
that required change, and the way that the opposing sides of thepoliti·
cal cont~st ov~~reform used cultural idioms in their fight and madethe
contest into a national question."
The remedy proposed by domestic economists and required bythe
International Monetary Fund (IMF) in exchange for credits in 1982was
a harsh austerity program of domestic contraction and export promo;IOn, accompamed by a decade-long series of economic and political
eforms. While the critical reform was liberalization
of foreign trade
and domestic prices, the creation of institutions necessary to implement
such a pohcy mandated a radical change in the locus of political power
°fvferdomestic and foreign currency. This was not the first IMP-financed
e ort to reform the Y
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fiscal,developmental, and social policy. This entailed repeated constitutional amendment of the relationship between the federal government and the republics. The result, by the early 1980s when the debt
crisishit, was a central government with almost no authority over the
economy and unable to act without the consent of all the republics.
Decentralization had gone too far, the market promoters concluded. A
true central bank had to be created; authority over monetary aggregates,debt repayment, and foreign exchange policy had to be reunified;
barriers to the flow of capital and labor across republics had to be
removed; and a state administration capable of performing the functionsnecessary to an open, market economy had to be restored.
The resulting reform program, beginning with the long-term stabilization program for debt repayment, restoring growth, and fighting
inflation that was adopted by parliament in 1982, triggered three destabilizingpolitical shocks to the Yugoslav system.
The first shock was the challenge to revise the 1974 constitution, the
fourth constitution for Yugoslavia since 1945. Each new constitution
wasa type of way-station in which intervening amendments to the
previous constitution were codified before a new process began. Each
newconstitution had been hotly contested because each one invariably
raisedthe most neuralgic issue of the Yugoslav state since 1919: how to
accommodate, through constitutional mechanisms, the rights and
interests of the separate nations that had come together to form one
country.The first Yugoslavia, created at the Versailles conference, had
aunitary constitution. The legitimating ideology of this new stateYugoslavism-was a Croatian idea (that the three south Slav peoplesSlovenes,Croats, and Serbs-were one, "triune" people). The union of
thesethree was the choice not of Serbs but of Slovenes and Croats from
thedefeated Habsburg Empire who saw the new state as their means
ofnational survival over absorption into Italy or Austria. (Serbs had
beenfighting for their own national state.) But the decision by the Versaillespowers to institute a unitary constitution in 1919 under a Serbianking and army was opposed by the Slovene and Croatian political
elite.Repeated administrative reforms to accommodate regional and
cultural differences within a unitary constitution" only led Croatian
leaders,in particular, to push harder for a federal constitution and to
Viewthe government in Belgrade as anti-Croat. The constItutIO~al
fightalso dominated factional politics within the Yugoslav corrrmurust
party,the League of Communists, which ousted a Serb leader ill 1928
andcommitted its revolutionary platform, under Croat and Slovenbe
fi ht
. st "Great Ser
leadership, to a federal constitution and a 19 agam
hegemony."
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Croats Won an exception to the constitution in 1939, in a pactbetween
a Serbian prime minister and the leading Croatian party politician,that
gave .themautonomy over territories they claimed historically,but the
AXISinvasions in 1941 splintered the country into separate territories
and competing local armies. The Communist-led Partisan forcescreated a government by 1943, called the Anti-Fascist Council forNational
Liberation of Yugoslavia (AVNOJ, in Serbo-Croatian), and announced
their commitment to a postwar republic and federal constitution.
Although Serbs-particularly
but not only from Croatian and Bosnian
areas-were among the most numerous contingents of thePartisan
f?rces, the ?,ajority of the population in Serbia tended to support the
fighting units of the Royal Army, which called themselves Chetniksand
which rebuffed, under their leader, Colonel Draza Mihailovic, repeated
offers by the Partisan leader, [osip Broz Tito, to form a wartime alliance.
For these average Serbs who did not join the Partisans, the abolitionof
the monarchy in 1943, the execution of Mihailovic in 1945,and the
defeat of the Serbian political parties in communist-controlled elections
in 1947 left a mark, to be exploited only 25 to 35 years later, that the
bittersweet victory in 1918 had been overturned and that the purposeof
the 1943 Communist ("AVNOr) constitution and its federal boundanes was a.form of revenge aimed at weakening the Serbs.
As a SOCIalistsystem with a single ruling party, the effectivepolitical
uruts of the second Yugoslavia were not political parties but the governmental units of this federation-the
republics and the local organs of
called
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oftheYugoslav political system. The reformers insisted that the c~untry could not perform effectively in foreign markets if market relations
didnot also apply at horne. Liberalization required the re-creation of a
singlemarket over the entire Yugoslav area, and this in turn requi~ed
thereunification of monetary and foreign exchange policy, including
theadministrative apparatus necessary to such policy. The level of
decentralization achieved by the mid-1970s, however, meant that the
reformwas a direct attack on the economic power of the republican
governments-or fiefdoms, as they were called colloquially. Because
thepolitics of the socialist system was a contest over money and economicassets among the republics (as party-govenunents), the reform
couldnot avoid attacking the key bases of political power in the country as well. And in sharp contrast to the more centralized systems of
EasternEurope, or to the imperial basis of the Soviet state and Russia's
rolein it, the Yugoslav federal system was a delicate although frequentlyshifting balance among its politically equal nations. An attack
onthepower of the republics and their mutual relations at the federal
levelcould not escape the "national question."
.
Theparticular reforms required in the 1980s were most threat~nmg
10 thewealthier regions. Opposition was strongest from Sloverua but
alsofrom Vojvodina and Croatia, particularly where local mdustnes
hadsuccessful exports to hard-currency markets, earning the foreign
exchangenecessary to a heavily import-dependent
economy and
republic-based growth. Although their attack .was on the market
reform,
their arguments were phrased in the neoliberalism then dominantin the West. The main obstacle to econormc growth, they SaId,.was
notthechaos of the banking system but the federal policies of redistribution.Thus, a better reform would go the rest of the :way toward dISmantlingthe federal government. Those who b~~leved ill the"re-Creall?n
olasinglemarket were "unitarists" as well as federalists, they said,
revivingmemories of interwar constitutional debates to SIgnal that
lhiswas no economic reform but a campaign by those who would
destroythe federal system, including parliamentary supremacy (where
fuerepublican factions dominated and were not required ~o form ~
commonconsensus as in the executive branch) and thus. natIona_
tights"By using the term "uriitarisrn" -referrmg to the urutary con
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For the Serbian govenunent and other "federalists" (including,e.g.,
many Slovene economists), the historical context of this emerging con.
test over economic reform was more immediate: the 1974constitution,
which to them had been disastrous for Yugoslavia. It was the culmination of a constitutional fight over an earlier market reform, introduced
between 1958 and 1965 to meet the conditions of membership in the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),which also pittedproponents of decentralization and republican rights against proponents01
a single market and liberal economy. In that reform, the decentralize"
won and the market lost, for the 1974 constitution introduced a system
of contractual bargaining among economic (public sector) actors in its
place. Most significantly for Serbia, which was the only republic with
autonomous provinces, this govenunental decentralization applied to
all federal units. Vojvodina and Kosovo were given all the powers of
republics-separate
legislatures, executives, and fiscal authority, and
representation as equal partners in federal bodies--except in name. Serbia was thus, de facto, reduced to "inner Serbia," without its provinces
and without even the same right to veto legislation in Vojvodina and
Kosovo that provincial authorities had regarding legislation in Serbia
and at the federal level. Second, the contest over market reform in the
1960s had given rise in Croatia to a nationalist movement. In it republi·
can leaders demanded greater rights for the republic over the propor·
tion offoreign currency earnings of "their enterprises" that they could
retain m Croatia, using Croatian cultural associations and local party
comnuttees of Croatian nationalists in ethnically mixed communities to
pressure federal authorities. In later stages of the movement, leaders
went so f~r as to demand a separate foreign policy and representation
in the Urnted Nations, on the model of Ukraine. Slovene authorities, in
fact, stopped short of pushing republican rights to the maximum in
1970-71 when they saw the effects in Croatia, but it was only the federal
%my and its repeated entreaties to President Tito about the serious
~97;a:oo~:his Croatian populist "mass movement" (Maspok) of 1967 to
d
very existence of Yugoslavia that brought an end to Croatian
emands in Decembe 1971 Th
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Serbsand Croats in mixed communities in Croatia. Within this political
balancing act, Tito actually proceeded with economic reforms favoring
therepublics: granting Croatian demands for higher retention quotas of
"its" foreign currency earnings and forcing the resignation of the market-oriented Serbian managerial elite, both in Serbia and in other
republics (such as Croatian tourist areas) where market opportunities
forinvestment had been followed.
The political legacy of the 1974 constitution and the constitutional
amendments of 1967 to 1971 that it codified was resentment m both
Croatia (including a political interpretation, which was factually incorrect,of republican investment and employment policy aimed at resto:ingthe injured confidence of the Serb minority in Croatia) and Serbia
(including a political interpretation of the 1974constitution as an explicit
continuation of the effort to weaken Serbs since 1943). In Croatian political life, resentment at the purge of nationalist liberals produced a
"great silence," but in Serbia resentment at the purge of liberals and
managers who had not been nationalists produced a core of writers,
professors, and economists in Belgrade who increasingly saw federal
policy in nationalist terms, as anti-Serb, and began to say so. Thus,
when Slovene and Croat politicians began to use anti-Serbian rhetonc
intheir campaign against the 1980 reforms aimed at revismg the 19~~
constitution, Serb intellectuals already were engaged in a campaign
change the constitution for national reasons.
.'
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equivalent to the autonomy granted to minorities in Serbia.The long
held but unspoken belief that Tiro's Yugoslavia had been created on th
principle that" a weak Serbia means a strong Yugoslavia" began to b
expressed openly. At the same time, the level of decentralization had
gone so far that some arbiter for republican competition and dispute
was needed. The decision-making rules at the federal levelofequal rep
resentation and consensus were recipes for stalemate. Theone unified
federal institution-the armed forces-had a constitutional obligation tl
safeguard the integrity of the socialist system, but it reported to the col
lective presidency which Tito had created to replace him and which was
composed of representatives of each of the eight federal units plus th,
armed forces. Without Tito's authority, the army could no longer per
form the protective role it had played in 1971 when its warnings aboul
developments in Croatia prevented the independence
aspirations 01
republican leaders from threatening the very integrity of thestate.
This absence of authority committed to the country as a whole also
made the second event-the
demonstrations
in Kosovo-far more
threatening to the country's integrity than they seemed on the surface
The demand, in effect, to secede from Serbia-to
be "masters in their
own house" -raised the question of borders for the first timesince the
Croatian events of 1967 to 1971, provoking concern throughout the
country over the status of the internal borders. The greatest reaction
was in neighboring Macedonia, where one-third of a large Albanian
minority was concentrated territorially and bordered Kosovo. But
even in Slovenia, the demand for recognition of national rights on the
basis of numbers (the Albanians were not south Slavs and none of the
non-south Slav citizens of Yugoslavia had a constitutional right to selfdetermination) revived periodic concern about the fate of the smaller
nations in Yugoslavia. Moreover, the League of Communists leadership
reacted immediately to the demands as "counterrevolutionary"
and
imposed martial law. Although all republican leaderships voted to
approve such a policy, the decision to impose martial law alsohad a more
insidious effect by raising doubts about the use of the army to restore
internal order and therefore about the powers of the federal government
to order martIal law. Finally, the protest in Kosovo fed directly into the
debate WIthin Serbia proper over the 1974 constitution
the place of Serb,a ill the federation, the fragmentation of Serbs by th~ federal borders,
and the forffildable problem of governance that the extensive provincial
~tonomy of Voj~odina and Kosovo presented to republican authorities.
ere were few ISsues more likely to act as a lightning rod of Serbian
natIonalism mo
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The first political shock-that
the relation between the federal an~
republican governments set out in the 1974 constitution be revised fun
damentally in the interest of economic reform and debt repaymentpushed the system toward polarization between factions favoring a
confederal and those a federal concept of the state, with ever more leralinnuendos drawn from history about it bemg a contest between federa f
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wealthier republic that paid taxes accordingly, but by the 1980s
i"" minority
rebellion, responded with repression which appeared to
nomic growth aggregates were all below average. Its investmentsiak i~IifySerbs'
complaints and provoked a new cycle of protest and reac1970s had been oriented more toward Eastern markets and lowervalu,tion.
Fornationalist intellectuals in Serbia who believed that Serbs were
added goods (particularly textiles and agricultural products),soafun· victimized
by the Titoist system, the plight of minority Serbs in
damental restructuring of its productive activities was requiredtcadi' Kl\lovo
was too useful an instance of endangered Serb rights to ignore.
to the new conditions. Unemployment in 1982 was at 17percentandi; Academicians-members elected to the Serbian Academy of Sciences
mg, and a new wave of inunigration to Belgrade was predictedfrom~ andArts
(SANU)-had been meeting since early 1982 to analyze the
rural and poorer areas of Serbia proper and also from poorerSerb
coo>
ouses
ofand remedies for the economic and political crisis in the counmunities in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Montenegro; Serbia also hadadfr try. By1986those critics of a nationalist persuasion had captured the
proportionately high number of citizens-pensioners,
farmers,ani ~oup,and a draft memorandum on the crisis was leaked to newspaunemployed with rights to welfare or income supplements-sdepers
p'ISin
September, apparently by members of the communist 'par'tv aimfor their subsistence on public transfers-the same governmentbudglll ingtofight it through public exposure. Yet, in the context of nsing
(in this case, the republic's) that had to be cut under the new orthori@!.nationalism
in the other republics, the anti-Serb rhetonc of the western
The republic was taxed as a "northerner" but had the problems
oil ~publics
in the reform debate, the Kosovo turmoil, and growing eco"southerner." It needed resources from a functioning federalgove~ nomic
troubles in Serbia, their strategy backfired by giving legitimacy
ment for mvestrnent and budgetary supplements, the benefitso!,mar' 10
thestrand of Serbian nationalism that included a concern with Serbs
ket economy, and a share of the developmental aid sent to therepuoi oUlside
Serbia proper. The language of the memorandum is notable for
that went exclusively to the provincial authorities in Kosovo.
ilsreferences
to "Serbs at risk"-what
a Serbian critic has called an
Despite the purge of the liberal faction of the Serbian partyin 19n "aggressive
self-pity" -and the problem of borders." The memo~an1980s party leadership was dominated by what would have beencall~ dum
linkedaccusations of the damage caused by "Titos borders ~to
liberals at the time: pro-federalist economic reformers, who gavepri&' ~rbianeconomic and cultural development to claims of a "Serbian
ity to market reform and believed that economic growth wouldreduITHOlocaust"
and "genocide against the Serbs." Its remedy forreversIn~
polilIcal conflicts. This leadership also knew that if it confronted
ml
~e"injustice"of borders that had put Serbs at ri~k not only In Kosov
Kosovo problem directly, it would be portrayed as anti-Albanian,a,il' but,Isoin Croatia and in Bosnia: Unite all Serbs In one state.
d
uanon that ,,:ould open it up to attack from the federal party forviol,I' Theacademicians were locally influential but small in number, ;~
mg the constitutIonal prohibition (Article 170/3) against "inciternentd ~eyhad
no political vehicle; the mass media was, after alt controlle . y
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must ever again dare to beat this people!" he appeared to acceptthe
obhgation to protect Serb minority rights and their claim to the land,
abandorung the technocratic language of the party leadership and its
polincal silence at growing grievances:
You should stay he reo ThiaS iIS your 1an d . These are your houses. Your
mea~ows and gardens. Your memories. You shouldn't abandon your
land Just because 1it'5 diffi
' because you are pressured by iniusti
1
ell It to live,
ce and degradation.

It was never part of the Serbian and Montenegrin

~h~racterto give up in the face of obstacles, to demobilize when it's time
o ght. You should stay here for the sake of your ancestors and descendants: Otherwise your ancestors would be defiled and descendants disappointed. But I don't suggest that you stay endure and toleratea
situation you're not
ti fi d ith 0
'
,
wit
sa 15 e WI . n the contrary, you should change it
h the rest of the progressive

people here, in Serbia and in Yugoslavia."
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level.The result was to reduce the perceived disparity between Serb
numbers and their institutional power by creating a voting coalition
offour (out of eight) in federal bodies, Then in March 1989, to obtain
parliamentary approval of a new republican constitution, Milosevic
exploited a strike of Albardan miners in Kosovo, who were protesting
thereplacement of their provincial leadership, and a burst of Serb outrageat Slovene leaders' accusations at a huge rally in support of the
minersthat their strike was a defense of" AVNOJ Yugoslavia" and that
Serbiawas now the enemy of Slovene democracy, The Serbian parliamentapproved a new republican constitution, and the extensive autonomyof the two provinces granted by the reviled 1974constitution came
toan end,
While some saw Milosevics actions as a juggernaut of populist
fevermobilized in support of Serbian domination of Yugoslavia or its
destruction in favor of a Greater Serbia, the actual results were fully
withinthe constitutional order. They were remarkably similar in many
aspectsto the way that Croatian authorities, in 1968 to 1971, had used
masssupport to pressure the federal authorities for republican interests,defined nationally. Moreover, in this traditional battle of republicanpoliticians over federal policy, Milosevic's goals faced a formidable
obstacleon the other size of the polarized divide, in the form of Slovene
intransigence in defense of its perceived republican rights, also increasinglydefined nationally, Until 1987 this intransigence had amounted
Simplyto Slovene noncompliance with federal rules and regulations it
considered contrary to Slovene interests, such as the lifting of limits on
landholding, the wage controls of the stabilization package, the educationalreform aimed at facilitating labor mobility and a countrywide
corecurriculum, and changes in financing the defense budget. But in
October1987, when Milosevic was beginning his purge of the Serbian
party,Slovenia voted to reject the IMF program; and in Novembe~ its
delegatesleft the federal parliament in opposition to the 29 constitutiona!amendments for economic reform, stopped paying into the specialfund for Kosovo, and used the veto to defeat the IMF proposal for
majorityrule in federal decisions and a strengthened executive branch,
arguing instead for continuing the rule of consensus and for parliamentary supremacy. By November 1988 Slovene authorities also used
theexcuse of popular protests in Slovenia to veto a countrywIde referendumon the new federal constitution. In response to a more radical IMF
program in 1988, it adopted a new republican constitution that effectivelymade the republic fully sovereign, By May 1989 (when MilOSeVIC
lVas becoming president of Serbia), the Slovene leadership made clear
s was formulated m an
thatits goal was independence, By O cto b er thi

.~
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Interim proposal, which the Croats also joined, that the country should
become a confederation of Independent states, linked only by a customs
union but without a common defense, until such time as Slovenia was
a member of the European Community (EC). Equally, if not more, radical were the reforms required by a 1988 IMF loan and a new federal
prime minister committed to market reform: to reorganize the federal
administration
on the functional rather than the territorial principle and
to adopt enterprise and labor legislation ending the socialist system.
The third destabilizing political shock to the system was the effect of
the austerity program and the banking reform on republican finances.
On top of the challenge to revise the 1974 constitution and its particular
balance between republican and federal powers-and
to do so in the
context of an economic policy (federal budget cuts and export orientation westward) that raised intense conflicts of economic interest among
the republics about those federal powers-the
economic reform also
reduced the means available to republican governments
to finance
social welfare and new investment.
During the 1970s republican
authorities were allowed to borrow abroad In capital markets; they also
resorted to enterprise and banking debt to finance what was in effect
deficit spending. Under the 1982 stabilization
reforms, the resulting
economic recession, and severe fiscal pressures, republican and local
governments had to achieve solvency in other ways. The primary alternative to inflation and debt was to cut public employment and reduce
the number of beneficiaries of social welfare and public programs. This
was not the first time In postwar Yugoslavia that" downsizing" of the
SOCIalIst commitment had been required by the needs of foreign trade
and balance-of-payments
deficits and debt as translated into the borrowing terms of IMF conditionality
In the past the federal government
~ways had mad: this adjustment by decreasing the number of people
. ho remamed m the protected
public sector of employment
and
mcreasmg those who were shunted, even if temporarily, to the private
sector (pnvate agriculture, crafts, household economies and dependencies, and unemployment)."
The economic reform program of 1982
repeated this approach
b t dun
h
.
.
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social
costs of the labor they had imported from other republics, partieu1Mly
from Bosnia and Herzegovina
and from Kosovo, and about the
exodus
abroad of Slovene professionals and skilled laborers, who were
attractedby higher wages, particularly
to Austria in factories set up
iongthe border for the purpose. Their solution was to send the Bosnians and Kosovo Albanians home, on the grounds that Slovene cultural
distinctivenesswas at risk from non-Slovene speakers with high birth
rotes,
and to ignore the federal wage controls so as to attract Slovenes
back
home. This "athnicization"
of the labor force in one republic never
hada planned equivalent
elsewhere, but the economic crisis triggered
by thebalance-of-payments
deficit and foreign debt crisis did gIVe nse
inother republics
to more spontaneous
equivalents:
for example,
<apegoatingand a growing sentiment, particularly among nationah~t
youth,that jobs should be reserved for certain groups, such as ethmcally
Croatian males In Croatia, where nationalist gangs were particul~lyvociferous against minorities and women. The fright caused by the
Albanian
demands In Kosovo led to restrictions on Albaman civil nghts
inMacedonia and In Bosnia and Herzegovina
political dissidents often
werecharged with nationalist
tendencies,
leading many to flee to
oilierrepublics, particularly
to Serbia.
..
.
Thecritical moment In this differentiation
of CItizens' rights accordingtonational identity, In a system that had prided itself on formal guaranteesof equality among citizens (includmg as members of national
groups),
carne with the revisions of the republican constitutions m 1989,
~~sionsthat all republics were required to make to bring their consti~tionsinto agreement
with the proposed changes to the federal consti~tion.The changes In the Serbian and Slovene constitutions have been
mentionedalready
In Croatia and Macedonia the changes were also
profound:Both changed their pre~mbles,
as did Slovenia, to declare
iliatthe sovereignty
of their republics resided in the majority natlO~ s
fueCroatian Macedonian,
or Slovene people. This implied second-c ;s
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l
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for a. nation could be guaranteed only by territorial sovereignty. The
reaction followed logically: A series of demands for territorial autonomy
(by groups of towns, areas of cities, regions, provinces) within republics
began to unfold during 1990 and early 1991,from Serbs in different parts
of Croatia; Hungarians in Vojvodina; Serbs, Croats, and Muslims each in
different areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina; ltalians and others in Istria
(Croatia); Albanians in Macedonia and Kosovo; and so on.
This shift occurred prior to the democratic (multiparty) elections that
took place between April 1990 in Slovenia and Croatia and NovemberDecember 1990in the other four republics. By then political parties had
formed in every republic appealing for votes on the basis of national
identity. The Yugoslav League of Communists, which had stood for the
equality of citizens, regardless of national identity or republican residence, had dissolved, and the federal reform legislation abolishing the
system of individual security and social insurance of the socialist
regime had been introduced.
The trigger destabilizing an equilibrium based on individuals' expectations about the political system in which they live, its protections, and
their own survival is strikingly illustrated by the shift of public opinion
m Bosma and Herzegovina during 1990. In mid-1990 the Bosnian population "pronounced itself 74 per cent in favour of a ban on nationally or
confessl.onally based parties," but "six months later, vote[d] in the same
proportion for precisely such parties."26 Pan-Bosnian parties representmg econonuc interests (e.g., SOCialdemocrats or liberals) and the Yugoslavpolitical system (e.g., as the reform party of the prime minister)
received less than 20 percent of the vote and parliamentary seats. These
election results were a shock to many in Bosnia, who saw their republic
as the most pro-Yugoslav of all, in part because the only sure guarantee
of ItS multinational composinon was a multinational Yugoslavia. The
vast majority of Bosnian voters had clearly chosen not only to express
their national idennrv politically but to see the protection of that idenllty and access to goods and services in national leaders and
ti
t
par es.no
norma tirona l.reoubli
repu hean or Yugoslav ones.
1

For Serbs outside Serbia, the election campaign of Frenio Tudiman in
Croatia was particularly influential, for he waged an a J t'
J
. t
cam'
.
.
n lcommurus
. patgn usmg anti-Serb slogans. He asserted that a vote f him d
his party was a vote for" decommunization " which he
or
an
removal of Serbs from all official and poli;ical posts ;Keclfied atys
th~
Serbs in Croatia actually voted for the reformed co~
. et maJ~1 ;:
new name Party for Democratic Chan e, not for S
uru~ s, un er. e
as later assertions about Serb
ti
19
erb national parties,
na ona Ism would h
di
a party to represent Serbs as S b
f
.
ave pre icted. Such
er s was ormed in the areas of ethnically
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mixedpopulation along the border, but its fortunes rose only after the
electionsas a direct result of President Tudjman's policies toward Serbs,
such as his decision that all Serbs in Croatia had to prove their loyalty
by signing loyalty oaths, could no longer serve as members of police
forcesin border areas, and had to pay special taxes on homes in Croatia
iItheir primary residence was elsewhere. (The Adriatic coast was a
favoriteplace for vacation homes of many, including Serbs.)
During the 1980s the three destabilizing political shocks that were
triggeredby the economic crisis and particular market reforms required
by two IMF conditionality packages led to increasing polarization on
thevery fundamentals of the political system, in a system still formally
ruledby consensus; increasing nationalism in the political conflicts
amongand within republics; and increasing ethnicization of labor polides,citizenship rights, and political and partisan identities. The outcomeof these developments was interrupted by a preemptive move in
Slovenia.The manner in which the country dissolved, including the
violence,cannot be understood, however, outside of the particular contextin which it occurred.

Violence
TheSlovenes followed through on their nationalist objective, despite
thelate-hour misgivings of many, and declared independence on June
25,1991.Croatia followed-indeed
rushed its actual parliamentary declarationso as to be first. As argued earlier, the collapse of Yugoslavia
thatthis represented, and its particular form of collapse-into nationalststares-i-was not solely the work of a Slobodan Milosevic or a Greater
Serbiaagenda. The shift from socialism to nationalism is not unique to
Yugoslaviain the east European transitions," and the causes of the
Yugoslavcollapse are far more complex, begin earlier than 1987, and are
morepolitical, in the sense of an interactive dynamic among pohllcal
playersin a serious

contest over economic

reform and conshtutlOnal

Change,than could be produced by the actions of one man or one
nation.Nonetheless, external mediators who rushed to the scene In
Mayand June 1991, particularly those representing the EC, Council of
ti in Europe knew
,
E urope and Conference on Security an d C oopera on
littleofthese developments and assumed that the country could break
apartwithout undue trauma along the seams of its internal borders ;.~~
"national states." Until April 1992 the dominant ext~rna~acto~epen_
many,actually believed that the country co,:,ld s~~~~:e :n~;endent
dence of these two republics, breakmg into f h
ining four
states-Slovenia, Croatia, and a rump Yugoslavia 0 t e rema
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republics. The American view, which took precedence after Germany
Won its campaign to recognize Croatian independence in December
1991 and was shared by many Europeans, was that the country should
break into six states, divided along the borders of the federal republics.
(The American view was embodied in a declaration of the European
parliament in March 1991, the EC peace plan of October 1992 for a comprehensive settlement of the dissolution, and the invitation to the
remaining four republics to request recognition in December.) In either
view, there was no reason for violence.

Conventional wisdom therefore blames the violence on the Serbs in
Croatia during 1991and the Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovina beginning
in March or April 1992 who refused to accept this fait accompli. Like the
Serbs who found themselves an ever smaller and harassed minority
under Albanian majority rule in Kosovo during the 1980s, these truly
diaspora Serbs sought and received protection from Milosevic's regime
in Belgrade. (The term" diaspora" only applies once the borders of
Croatia and of Bosnia and Herzegovina were internationally recognized and Serbs found themselves minorities there rather than in one
state with other Serbs.) In these two cases, it led to war.
A complete history of the violence requires a more complex picture.
For example, Slovene and Croatian preparations for independence
included preparations for war. Slovenes and Croats secretly built up
independent armies with both domestic and foreign arms and developed a public relations campaign in foreign capitals to promote the
legitimacy of their cause. The prime minister and parliament" ordered
the Yugoslav army to retake control of border posts on the international
border (including the Ljubljana airport) after the Slovene national
guard had replaced Yugoslav signs and flags with those of an independent Slovene state; most states would consider deploying the army a
legitimate

move against a rebel region. From all accounts,

moreover,

Slovenes were the first to fire--shooting down a federal army helicopter
carrying food supplies and killing its crew." Likewise in Croatia, the
incidents of violence in the border region, in the Dalmatian hinterland
around and north of Knin and in eastern Slavonia near Croatia's border
with Serbia, preceded independence. It can be attributed as easily to the
initiative of marauding Croatian youth against Serb families and businesses, to Croatian authorities who demanded that all Serbs in police
forces be fired and dispossessed of their weapons (and sent militia to
enforce its demand), and to the actions of right-wing Croatian paramilrtanes annmg t~ ~ccelerate the momentum

for independence

as it can

be to the Serb citizens and paramilitaries who took up arms.w During
the war, even the horror of the battle over the town of Vukovar, which
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thefederal army finally leveled with artillery, had its beginnings in a
deliberateand violent instigation by the Croatian minister of defense."
Whofirst began to arm in Bosnia and Herzegovina will remain a matterof bitter dispute for generations. The decision of Bosnian Serb leaders to go to war against Bosnian independence and to join a struggle for
"unitingall Serb lands" followed a genuine effort at negotiation, under
Europeansponsorship, which was interrupted by an Amencan decision
thatrecognition should occur immediately, despite Serb opposition.
TheSerb cause celebre in Bosnia, a murderous attack on a Serbian weddingparty in the heart of Sarajevo by a still-unknown assailant: had,
likeevents in Croatia, been preceded by serious local violence in the
west,north, and east of the country by paramilitary gangs from Serbia
andfrom Croatia, by Bosnian Croat and Bosnian Muslim militia, and by
thefederal army as well as by Bosnian Serbs.
. ..
The point of these examples is not to absolve Serbs of responsibility
butto seek understanding that will support the design of better foreign
policytoward such cases in the future. Three variables are crucial for
explaining the role of diaspora Serbs in the violence surroundmg the
breakupof Yugoslavia: the role of ideology, the role of social ongm and
ofpolitics, and the role of foreign powers. To act politically as a Serb
diasporarequired, as does any collective action, an ideology. A national
ideologyis an ideology of statehood and citizenship, identifying whom
onewould fight for, what state one would defend or send one: s children
10 defend, and why. A Serbian national ideology, which explains to individualswho identify as Serbs why they should act as members of the
Serbnation, does exist. But not all Serbs chose to follow leaders who
sought to mobilize their support behind that ideology; instead they
chosetheir citizenship and state on other principles. As mentioned earlierfewer than one-third of all Serbs in Croatia were in the area where
,
violence
occurred; and no stu diies h ave b een d 0ne on how many . of
thosewere simply trapped and how many chose to fight, as Serbs. slmci
ilarlv at least 20 percent of all Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovma, an
J'
•
. to be done) , chose
to
surelymany
many more (again,
stu diies remam
.
remainbem.:.d Bosnian government lines, to fight in the BosSman gholvdf
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which they could live as one nation and the leaders of the new states
being formed where they lived, it also was shaped by foreign powers,
which made criticaldecisions on borders and rights to self-determination
in the course of the Yugoslav breakup that limited the choices available
to many Serbs.
SERBIAN NATIONALIDEOLOGY
What did it mean for Serbs to have their state collapse such that, unlike
most Russians after 1991 or Hungarians after 1920,and Czechs or Slovaks in 1992,for example, some would go to war? Those who did fight
fought behind a nineteenth-century banner of four Ss ("SarnoSloga Srb
Spasava [only unity can save the Serbs]," usually appearing as four Cs,
in the Cyrillic alphabet) and to create a state that would "unite all Serb
lands." This nationalist goal had found one solution in Yugoslavism
after 1918: that all Serbs and Serb lands could be united in one state
called Yugoslavia. The end of Yugoslavia raised the question anew:
What would replace it?
Historians trace the formation of a modern Serbian nation to the
defeat of the medieval Serbian state by Turkish armies, over a series of
battles between 1389and 1459. Without a state to preserve Serbian culture and religion, and living as subjects (raja) under the millet system of
Ottoman rule, which defined social status and political rights according
to religion (each forming one millet) and granted substantial autonomy
to these subject, non-Muslim millets, the leadership of the Serbian community passed to the church. The governance structure of the Orthodox
Church, in contrast to Roman Catholicism, was national, and Serbs
already had won recognition of an independent patriarchate in Constantinople by 1219.After the Ottoman conquest, church leaders began
topromote a national Ideology that sought redemption-nationalliberation from the occupying Turks, preservation of the Christian faith, and
status reversal (back to ruler from raja)-through the reestablishment of
an mdependent Serbian state. Memory of the lost glories of medieval
statehood was propagated by the church hierarchy and by an oral tradition of epic poetry and its traveling (secular) practitioners (guslari,
named after the one-strmged musical instrument, the gusle, with which
~hey accompamed their poems) who glorified Serbian battles and
eroes and remamed active into the 1930s 32
Political independen
b
..
.
.
ce ecame possible agam when the Ottoman
begafn tdoweaken in the late eighteenth century. The increasing
reempIre
pression 0 a ecIining im
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traders and hi her ta
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troopswho had asserted increasing autonomy from Istanbul over their
commands, led to a series of revolts by wealthy pig traders and peasantsin central Serbia in 1804to 1813 and in 1815to 1829. Ideological
leadership for these insurrections, however, came from the educated
middle class across the imperial border in Habsburg Vojvodina. These
diaspora Serbs had migrated in many great waves, fleeing Ottoman
rule throughout the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries,
above all in the Great Migration of 1690 when the Serbian patriarch led
his entire community north into southern Hungary, fleeing reprisals for
Habsburg-instigated Christian uprisings. There he received, in compensation, church autonomy, privileges, and authority over Serbs.".
This difference between state-building rebels and nation-bUlldmg
ideologists created a significant tension between state and national
interests that lasts to this day. The borders of the Serbian state that
emerged in the course of the nineteenth century were drawn by successiverulers with advice and aid from Polish and Czech nationalists who
hoped tha~ Serbia would lead the liberation of all Slavs, to maximize
security against renewed invasion, and to make Serbia as large and fill:
itarily defensible as possible in the vise between Turkey and Austna
Hungary. The revolutionary ideology provided by these Habsburg
Serbs (called precani, meaning those on the other side of the border),
however was based on ethnicity-defined by religion (accordmg to ~e
church-based autonomy granted by the emperor) and language (t ~
"national awakening" of Serbs occurred here, in southe,;, Hunga~:e·
included linguistic reformers such as Vuk KaradZlc and
nd
Obradovi c in Novi Sad and Vienna)-to defend rights to rehgIOudsCa_
ffi . I H ganan an
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national ideology merged into a program for a Greater Serbia, transposed to Belgrade,
At the same time, however, the Serbian national movement was part
of a larger arena of liberation movements, such as not only other
Balkan peoples (Bulgarians, Greeks, Macedonians, Albanians, Croats,
Slovenes) but also imperial peoples, such as the YoungTurks and a
Hungarian mdependence movement. While the consolidation of Serbian statehood shifted the balance of revolutionary leadership away
from the Habsburg "diaspora" to Belgrade, therefore, a new division
emerged within the ideology-between
those who favored a Greater
Serbia and those who aimed at broader south Slav liberation and some
?olitical arrangement unifying Serbs, Croats, Slovenes,and Bulgarians,
~tse antr-lmpenal actIv~tIes also interacted with broader European
p ttics, m which the ambitions and alliances of the great powers in the
Balkans were undergoing major shifts-with the exception of Austria,
W~lch remained consistently anti-Serbian.> Initiating a customs war
WIth Ser biia m
'190 6, which
" It lost, and then railway construction that
provoked the opposition of the great powers, Austria responded to the
growmg revolutionary activity of youth in Bosnia and Herzegovina by
annexmg th
'
, 90
e provmce m 1 8 and setting the stage for a truly bloody
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Thewars reinforced the dominant element of the church's ideology
of nearly 500 years, whichhad been corrunemorated in 1889, when the
;QOth anniversary

of the battle of Kosovo Plain on [une 28 was declared

an official day of remembrance," and contributed to what sociologist

Veljko
Vujacic calls a "specialpsychology" of the nation: a "sense of hislorical
mission, the emphasison military valor and their special role in
thestate-building process,as well as in any situation of grave state crisis". [and aJ sense of martyrdom at the hands of empires," The "costly
roadto independence" in the wars of 1912 to 1913and 1914 to 1918,in
whichevery Serbian family lost someone, made the "cult of strong
statehood,"the sense of a "common political destiny," and the martyrdomwon by a "righteous struggle against tyranny" essential elements
inSerbianpolitical culture,"
Thecreation of the Yugoslavstate at the end of World War I was the
culminationof this state-creating and liberating national ideology and
experience,It was a solution to the many conflicts over territory with
othernational movements in the area, which also were trying to create
independentstates, and the victory of the south Slav movement and the
ideology
of Yugoslav ism-first developed by Croats in Austria-Hungary
butchampioned as well by Serbs in Austria-Hungary-m the struggle
againstthe Habsburgs, The creation of a south Slav state was also the
preferredchoice of the great powers at Versailles, who were thinking
llOt
ofnational liberation but of regional stability on the baSISof balance
of power, when they decided the borders of the new state." The ,new
statewas also, however, the denial of more than 500 years of political
struggleto realize (by reestablishing) a Serbian state, It gathered mto
e state all Serbs, as was the goal of nineteenth-century natIonalists ,
l
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and Croats, who wanted a federal state, and the continuing and someassembly
for a postwar state in 1943, Winston Churchill shifted Allied
times violent challenge to the state from Croatian (and later Macedonsupportfrom the Chetniks to the Partisans.
ian) nationalists, aided by Benito Mussolini (including the assassination
TheSerb population in the new federal Yugoslavia was still the
of Yugoslav King Alexander in Marseilles in 1934). The label "unilargest
national group (41.5 percent of the population in the first posttarism," applied to this state by its critics, also hides a reality of disunity
warcensus of 1948, when the second largest group, Croats, was 24 peramong Serbs. Now joined in one state, they nonetheless brought to it
cen!"),but the internal borders of this federation cut across Serb
different political experiences and interests, formed a variety of politisettlements,scattering them among different federal units. The new
cal parties, and had ongoing disagreements, particularly between Serbs
Serbianrepublic also was subdivided by the creation of two
from the former Habsburg territories and those from the independert
autonomous units-Vojvodina
and Kosovo-Metohijav'<--while Serb
Serbian state. When Prince Regent Paul signed a pact with Hitler in
requestsfor an autonomous province in border areas of Croatia, where
1941, It was Serbian air force officers who staged a coup d'etat against
Serbswere either the majority or half of most communities, were
hun, provoking German occupation. The Germans set up a puppet govrejected.The creation of a separate republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
ernment in Belgrade under Aleksandar Nedic, The government itself
where44.4 percent were Serbs in 1953, instead of the long-sought diviset up an all-Yugoslav government-in-exile in London, while a colonel
sionbetween Croatia and Serbia, was also interpreted by some Serbs as
in the royal army, Draza Mihailovic, took to the hills to organize a resisafurther effort to punish Serbs. Nearly 40 percent of the Serb populatance force----<:alledthe Chetniks-with
the goal of restoring not Yugotionwould be citizens of non-Serb republics or share power with
slav but Serbian state institutions: the army, the king, and the ruling
minoritiesin autonomous regions. At the same time, one of the primary
party. At t~~ same time, a large proportion of the Serb populareasonsthat many Serbs joined the communist party during or after the
han played ,,~n Important role in the reintegration of Yugoslavia"warwas its fight against nationalist extremists and its program of
parhcularly
lNestern' Serbs from Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovnationalequality. For many, Yugoslavism was, before World War I and
rna [who] parhclpate~, en masse in Tito's partisan movement."4l Among
evenmore so after World War II, a solution to the Serbian national questhe leadership of this antifascist struggle for national liberation" orgation-a state Serbs could embrace "as the Serbian homeland."44
nized by the Yugoslav communist party and other patriotic forces were
It is for this reason that the economic reforms and constitutional conprornment figures from Serbia and Montenegro.
llict in the 1980s created a national problem for Serbs. The Yugoslav
Outsiders ~aptured by the idea that the 1991 to 1999 wars in Yugocommunist party leadership had rejected the idea of a Yugoslav nation
slavia reflect ancient ethnic hatreds" read back to the elements of civil
in 1928;occasional efforts to implant Yugoslavism as a rtational ideolwar dunng World War II and wrongly see an ethnic struggle in part
ogy and identity in the federal era were all fought successfully, particu~ecause of the racist elements of fascist ideology and practice. 'No betlar] b Croats, as "unitarist" violations of national freedom. It was as
er evidenro agamst this proposition can be found than the divisions
if"~r:at Serbianism"
(and, by implication, Serbs) remamed the pn~~ong Serbs, many of whom fought each other in the civil war that the
mary threat to the country rather than an insufficiently developed corn~ invasions provoked between the nationalist Chetniks and the
as at
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It is not surprising that the major intellectual debates over decentralization were between Slovenes and Serbs, not between Croats and
Serbs, whom many see as the primary source of conflict in Yugoslavia
because they shared a language" and a territorial border. As historian
Audrey Helfant Bunting nicely shows in the debate between Slovene
literary critic Dusan Pirjevec and Serbian novelist Dobrica Cosie in
1961-62-which had a disastrous Slovene-Serbian reprise in 198946there was a "structurally-determined difference of perspective between
Slovenes (the only Yugoslav nation whose republic approximated a
homogeneous nation-state) and Serbs (who were furthest from that
ideal of modern nationalism)."" For Slovenes, the republics were
"clearly formed national organisms ... decentralisation and increased
republican powers [were] the logical expression of national self-determination," while for Serbs, republican centrism was a constant
reminder that their nation was divided. As Bunting writes, "Ultimately,
the Slovene assumption that national and republican rights were identical would provide a 'simple' model of secession that was workable for
Slovenia, but disastrous for the rest of Yugoslavia."'"
At the same time, the communist party's idea that socialism and its
comnutrnent to national equality would, over time, make particularistic (usually called "chauvinist") nationalism obsolete gave an ideological content to Yugoslav identity that had its own internal time bomb.
What did Yugoslav identity mean independent of socialism? If the cont~st was between socialism and particularistic nationalism, what identity would bind people to Yugoslavia and protectthe option of Yugoslav
Identity fOJ non-nationalists if the West won the Cold War and socialIsm went. Alternatively, would pressures for democratization be
resisted asa threat to the very idea of Yugoslavia? Intellectual debates
raised the ISsuealready by the early 1960s,when market reforms were
leadmg to smular debates on economic policy, decentralization, and the
role of the party similar to those in the 1980s. If socialism was internatIonalIsm: as Some claimed, it could not give a national content to
Yugoslavtsm. Even before the end of the socialist regime itself in
1989-90, the Serbs faced an unresolved dilemma-a tum'
. t .
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botha Serbian chauvinistand Yugoslav unitarist, it made the 'Yugoslav
option'all but unusable for Serbs.:"? The 1918alternative to a Gre~ter
Serbialooked ever less like an alternative, and the result, Buddmg
argues,was the emergenceof two competing Serbian programs to fill
thevacuum.
.
Serbian liberals supported the radical decentralization to .the republics
butgave priority to economicmodernization and political liberalization.
They focused Serbian national interests on the republic of Serbia, arguingthat the "location ofstate borders mattered far less than the nature of
thestate they enclosed" and rejecting "the idea that Serbia could or
shouldact as the protector of Serbs in other republic~;~'Given the structure of Yugoslav federalism, they even argued that identifying ~erbla
withYugoslavia" had led to economic neglect ("because Serbia s economicinterests were wrongly assumed to be Identical WIth the federation's")and to politicalinterference ("because the federation assumed in
Serbia,and especially in Belgrade, the right to intervene in affairs that m
all other republics were considered internal"). "The prerruse that political centralism worked to Serbia's advantage was false,"?'
On the other side were Serbian cultural nationalists, who defined the
nationas Serbdom rather than the republic of Serbia. Focusing more nd
cultural and literary aspects of national Identity, they responded in kin
tothe Croatian language declaration in 1967by accepting ItSprerruses.
Each nation had the right to develop its own cultural aSSOCiations,use Its
ownlanguage and alphabet (Cyrillic in the case of Serbs, in contrast to
thepreference for Latin by the liberals who were moderruzers and Westernizers). and protect its historical heritage. Opposed to decentralization
because of its further fragmentation of the Serb nation into separate
political universes, this historicist program focused increasingly after
1971,when the decentralizing amendments were adopted, on the problematic role of Serbia in the federation, attacking the mternal bo:er~ as
th dr wn and adopting a stance of ressentiment-the Idea that e eren
a
I
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the silencing of any political debate on the costs and benefits of decentralization independent of the national question and the historical baggage and emotion it evoked. The serious problem of governance
created for Serbia by the extensive autonomy granted its two provinces
by 1974 could not be discussed without inviting charges of unitarist
nationalism, Serbian hegemony, and the threat posed by Serbs to other
Yugoslav nations, as the persistent but unsuccessful efforts by Serbia's
leadership from 1974 until 1987 to find a way around this trap demonstrate so tragically. When the core issues of economic and political
reform in the 1980s, as in the 1960s, polarized into a debate between
federalists and antifederalists, the liberal leadership in Serbia was
deprived of acceptable language to argue in support of either reform,
restoration of federal powers, or republican nationalism. The result
was an intellectual renaissance of Serbian cultural and ethnic nationalism-the second program-and
its critical reassessment of postwar
history, including Titoism.
Vesna PeMeidentifies seven key themes of Serbian nationalist intellectuals' ressentiment, as portrayed in the media in the late 1980s and
in the infamous 1986 draft Memorandum of the Serbian Academy of
Sciences and Arts:
1. Yugoslavia is a Serbian delusion, into which Serbs were duped
while other Yugoslav nations continued to build their national
states.

2.

There is a conspiracy against the Serbs by outsiders, from the
Comintern in interwar Yugoslavia, to the League of Communists
and Tito.53

3.

Serbian economic backwardness is due to economic exploitation
by Croatia and Slovenia.

4.

Serbs are the losers because they "are the only ones who do not
have a proper state. They win at war, but lose in peace.""

5. Serbs are exposed to hatred from all other Yugoslavs.
6. Serbs are exposed to genocide.
7. The goal of a national state for all Serbs is to be rid of these
hatreds from others and of Serbophobia.55
In contrast to the period of Serbian state-building and liberation, ideological debate and leadership on these questions now were centered in
the Serbian republic, not among Serbs outside Serbia or between them
and Belgrade. Many liberal commentators tried to protect the alternative
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legacyby emphasizing that the origins of this new Serbian political and
intellectualleadership still appeared to be disproportionately
from
diasporaSerbs who had moved from Croatia, Montenegro, Herzegovina, or Bosnia to Belgrade.The legacy of migration-in reverse direction
after1945 from that of the Ottoman period-still
haunted an unresolveddebate: Who was a proper Serb, who would become the leader
of Serbia, or Serbs, and with what platform and borders?
The deadlock in the Serbian political system was broken as a result
of Serbs and Montenegrins not within Serbia, but in the province of
Kosovo.Their appeals for protection-as if they had already become a
diaspora-gave an opportunity to party leader Slobodan Milosevic to
kill two birds with one rhetorical stone: to end the imposed silence on
theconstitutional order of the Serbian republic and to preempt, for the
mlingparty, the growing challenge to the socialist system from nationalistanticommunists in the Serbian Academy, writers' and cultural
associations, and tmiversities. His irmovation was not his challenge to
thefederal system or to the communist party, as his opponents allege,
buthis skillful combination of elements of socialist and Serbian nationalistideology to channel growing social discontent toward his rivals:
both within the party and outside it. The theme, as J asminka Udovicki
(a member of the true Serbian diaspora, in the United States) has analyzedso well, was an appeal not to Serbs as an ethnonational group, as
his critics charge, but to the theme of injustice:
Rather than addressing ethnicity directly, Milosevic addressed ,something much less abstract and closer to heart: his people's sense of fairness.
He drew on their real grievances and then conjured up others that began
toappear real only afterendless repetition. His.f~cus:however, ~adnever
been on ethnicity, but on national injury and injustice. The point .was to
awaken among the Serbs a sense of being, through no fault of t~err own,
. Iy wronged by others , endangered wherever
they lived
maSSIve
.,
Th as. a
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in Kosova, Croatia, and
through direct personal
MiloseviC's claims could
sense of betrayal of one's

Bosnia. Their grievances were not verifiable
perceptions of the Serbian Serbs; the truth of
not be challenged without an uncomfortable
Own kin.56

The purpose of this appeal mirrored precisely that of its primary
rival within Yugoslavia-the
leadership of Slovenia-namely,
the
development of a mass-based ideology to maximize support for a political contest increasingly defined in terms of national rights, within
Yugoslavia. But the actors in this contest were still governmental-the
republican and federal government and party leaders-and Milosevic's
synthesis was to exploit Serbian ethnic themes for a republican agenda.
Its transformation during 1990" cannot be explained apart from its context: the interaction between republican leaders, each using national
arguments in the constitutional and reform contests; emerging anticommunist politicians who had no reason to remain confined by republican borders and who used national arguments against the regime
itself; and the emerging collapse of Yugoslavia.
In the case of Serbia, the contest for leadership ratcheted up by January 6, 1990, when the oppositional nationalist activities of writers,
clergy; and historians emerged from their camouflage in cultural associations, both in Serbia and outside it (and therefore in response in part
to the nationalist politics of other republics) and took on partisan
forrn.v The program of the Serbian National Renewal Party, the first
radically anticommunist Serbian political party, was, in the words of
its chief ideologist, writer Vuk Draskovic, "to create a democratic and
multiparty Serbian state within her historical and ethnic borders,
according to the ethnic map dated April 6, 1941, thereby preventing
contemporary or any future Croatian state from benefitting from the
genocide committed under Croatian banners during World War 1l."59ln
the party's printed program, it was more specific: incorporation into
Serbia" of our people in Bosnia, Hercegovina, Lika, Kordun, Baranja
and Kninska Krajina."60 Prohibited one week later for being too "proChetrrik," it split into three nationalist parties, whose leaders remain
promInent today. Within a month the Serbian liberal tradition also
~ound partisan form, in the Democratic Party, which emphasized that
the natio~al problem is a problem of democracy." But their "Letter of
IntentIons revealed how far the pendulum had swung from the liberals of 1971: for it added that "the future independent ex-Yugoslav states
c~nnot claun their right Over territories populated mainly by members
o another Yugoslav nation. "61 Only a few associations of liberal or
social democratic
tin ti
I..
..
' an a ona 1Stmtellectuals refused to take a position
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onthe national question; among them were the Association for a
Yugoslav
DemocraticInitiative, formed in February 1989 and operating
throughoutthe country,and the Civic Alliance.
.
On january 23,1990,the Slovene party walked out of the extraordinaryparty congress called, at the urging of the army, to confront the
political
crisisand disunity.Although Milosevic called for continuation,
!heparty committeesfrom Croatia, Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina,and the army voted to adjourn, thus ending the Yugoslav League of
Communists.By April the first of six multiparty elections for new
republicanparliaments and governments was held in Slovenia. Fifteen
monthsearlier, in january 1989, the federal prime minister, Ante
Markovic,had introduced legislation that ended the property rights of
thesocialistsystem, including job security, local solidarity wage funds,
limits on landholdings, managers' rights to hire and fire without consultingthe workers' council, and party supervision of managenal
appointments. The time bomb that had equated Yugoslavism With
socialismby the 1960s exploded, and now it is clear that the days of
Yugoslaviaitself were numbered. The 70-year-Iong "national identity
crisis"for Serbs no longer had a solution in Yugoslavism, SOCialism,or
antifascism.Thus Serbs had no choice but to begin a search for a new
nulingmyth, choosing one or another strand of nationalism and its conceptof the Serb nation and its borders.
POLffiCS AND SOCIOLOGY
WhileSerbian national ideology contained sufficient elements to justify
goingto war to create a national state out of the collapsing Yugoslavia-ethe"righteous struggle" to recapture lost statehood, ':regainmga;lt~
thesword what was lost with the sword," the glonficatIon and m
domof those who avenge the "traitors of the land," "a people chosen ~
GOd"62-they were not sufficient to make these particular ideologlc~
appeals as opposed to alternative elements in the national t~adl~~ '
credible'to individual Serbs. A second element-the factors.o po ICS
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their country, in hopes of keeping as much of it together as possible,
because they were paid in necessities such as heating fuel they could no
longer afford for their families, or felt duty-bound as professional soldiers. The smallest numbers of all were those who joined paramilitary
gangs formed by right-wing nationalist political parties c1ai.m0g to be
heirs of the Chelniks (e.g., the Serbian Radical Party of VojislavSeselj or
the Serbian Renewal Movement of Vuk Draskovic) and conunitted to
uniting all Serbs into one state. Much of the brutal campaign of terror
against civilians in eastern Bosnia, across the Drina River from Serbia,
in the spring and summer of 1992 appears to have been the work of
"outsiders"-not
Serbs threatened with becoming a diaspora but Serbs
from Serbia-as was some of the fighting in eastern Croatia, across the
Danube River from Serbia. But Serbs outside Serbia, particularly in
Croatia or in Bosnia and Herzegovina, had to make a choice-to
become a minority in a new state, finding some accommodation with
the new rulers, or to fight to unify with Serbia.
The central question, in other words, was one of citizenship. It was
therefore a choice determined in no small part by others-the signals
sent by non-Serbs and by the authorities of the nationalizing state in
which they lived about their status, rights, and welcome as citizens. As
Rogers Brubaker attempts to explain in his emphasis on a triadic field
of struggle-among
national minorities, nationalizing states, and
national homelands-the
claims that Serbs outside Serbia were endangered and in need of protection by Belgrade were credible because they
"resonated" with experience in the recent past-the genocidal policies
against Serbs in Croatia and the parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina incorporated into the "murderous wartime Independent State of Croatia" in
1941 to 1945. In addition, the policies and rhetoric of the Croatian president, Tudjman, in his campaign after the election of April 1990 to create a Croatian national state and gain independence generated genuine
"grievances and fears" of a "repeat performance" that had "their own
destabilizing logic; they were not orchestrated from Belgrade.""
Serbs in Croatia already had been victims of physical attacks
by nationalist gangs before the election campaign of April 1990, but
Tudjman's campaign was run on a theme of "decommunization,"
which he defined as "de-Serbianization" and that he proceeded to execute after being elected. In addition to losing their jobs because they
were Serbs, Serbs in Croatia found they had no choice but to identify
ethnically because they were labeled as Serbs by their fellow citizens,
were required to sign loyalty oaths by the new government as if their
loyalty were in question, and had to endure a Croatian nationalist
euphoria that included the restoration of key national symbols (e.g., the
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in the WorldWarITpogrom. Th ignals bein
nt a ut rb
rights and salety as citizensof Croatia were worri me, t
the 1 a t.
Theconcept of citizenship also influ nee what a m mb r of a
r.tionalminority can expect. The differ nc betw n I v ni. and
Croatia,
for example,was less the size of th Serb min rity and imputed
interest or disinterest of Belgrade politicians in i fate than it wa th
different
concepts ofa nation and definition of citizens between th two
republics.
The concept of a nation can vary, from ethnic and
clusi n"y definitions to civic and inelusionary on . Before th founding of
Yugoslavia, Slovenia belonged to the Austrian crownlands, which had a
multiethnic,incorporative concept of citizenship that did not require
<rleloabandonone's ethnic identity to serve in tate office or be viewed
asloyal;similarly, in border areas of Croatia (Krajina) wh re Serb
t!led atthe invitation of the Habsburg rulers in the fifteenth and ixteenth
<l!lluries,
and that also were under direct Au trian rule (by th war min. ),Serbs were allowed to retain their religious and linguistic identity
'ilileserving as border guards and members of the army. As a result,
""'s in Krajina were among the most loyal subjects of the empire.
>lorene
nationalists jealously guarded what they considered their cui~a1distinctiveness, above all the language that differentiated them
lrom other south Slav nations. In the first years after independence,
'enia was sufficiently inhospitable to non-Slovenes that persons
willi Serbian or Croatian surnames who could find another family
name, such as that of a German relative, sought safety against discrirniGalion in a name change. Nonetheless, Slovene citizenship was avail,,'" to all those who met the residence requirements. The recogruzed
'iafus of a minority, with cultural rights, was granted only to so-called
iUlochthonouspopulations, specifically Italians and Hungarians whOS~
governments had agreed to reciprocal guarantees for the rights 0
~enes living in Italy and Hungary. By contrast, the core area of Craa,:
1< before the founding of Yugoslavia, that is, "civil Croatia-Slavoruta, f
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. t egr alist . concep
been under Hungarian rule. There an orgaruc,
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not adopt the same policies because their concepts of citizenship were
not the same. In contemporary Croatia, Tudjman's regime institutionalized an exclusionary, jus sanguinis, ethnic concept of the Croatian
nation, and made it clear that Serbs, in particular, were no longer welcome, even in their ancestral homes. The government

coalition formed

under President Kiro Gligorov after the elections in Macedonia in
December 1990 chose instead to work toward a civic concept of Macedonian nationality and to make welcome all those with citizenship in
the repubhc.»
In addition to the political decisions made by new nationalizing governments about whether Serbs were welcome, the choice to accept
minority status or to fight to join Serbia was influenced by social background and community context. A second difference between Slovenia
and Croatia, and between Serbs in different areas of Croatia and of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, is that Serbs faced different kinds of choices
depending on where they lived. Where populations are territorially
concentrated, they can more easily imagine succeeding at autonomy or
even secession, whereas populations that are in urban areas and disbursed as individuals or households in multiethnic environments must
think in terms of minority or individual rights rather than sovereignty.
The latter focus on the right to equal treatment before the law and
agamst discrimination as well as social rights and cultural rights of freedom of expression, including in protecting one's language, religious
practices, and traditions. Nowhere in Slovenia were Serbs, and for that
matter other south Slav nationalities such as Croats and Montenegrins,
m territorial concentrations.

The choice in Croatia between Croatian cit-

izenship and fighting to unify with Serbia differentiated those tellingly
called "urban Serbs" from the landowning or land-serving rural population of the border areas. The exceptions were those urban Serbs whose
anger or fear at losing their jobs and other forms of mistreatment because
they were Serbs led them to move from Croatian cities to the Krajina
area, or those who found themselves literally trapped in that area when
the fightin b
h d
.
.
f
g egan, a no way to cross the confrontation lines, and were
Be used Croatian documents and their pensions if they did. Similarly in
m
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and the atrocities against neighbors and individualized expulsions of
peopleby their ethnicity,which came to be called" ethnic cleansing" by
foreign observers. In both Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina,
ethnic
cleansing occurred primarily in communities that were ethnically
mixedin more or less even proportion" so that the political fate of that
community was uncertain, the national stake in the land had to be
established demographically in order to affect external decisions about
whose territory it was, and conditions existed that are necessary to
make credible a nationalist argument-that one's community is at risk
from another.
In fact, what had been an urban intellectual and political movement
forrepublican or national sovereignty within Yugoslavia became, once
war began, a conflict among rural populations-not
because they are
more inclined to violence, but because the wars were about territory,
which, in concrete terms, meant people's homes and farms.68 Rural populations in the Balkans have a tradition of territorial defense and gun
ownership, tend to retain a patriarchal culture of male heroism, are the
bearers of national memory and consciousness,

tend to be more reli-

gious and elderly, and as a rule are less educated and more vulnerable
to the media terror and propaganda that were emanating from both the
nationalizing
states and the Serbian capital. Primarily individual
householders in the private sector, they were second-class citizens in
the socialist system, while they also suffered more than any group,
other than pensioners, in the collapse of the protective policies that had
included domestic agriculture. Although this was true of all groups
who fought, Serbs in border areas of Croatia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina-the
new diaspora-were disproportionately farmers and rural
dwellers."?
Finally, the fact that violence occurred more in ethnically mixed areas
points to another characteristic of the Yugoslav wars: The violence
intensified
over time. In other words, violence was not an automa~lC
response or a universal one. Serbs who found themselves minorities ill
the new nationalizing
states attempted at first to negotIate political
lights, including
territorial autonomy; only upon being repeatedly
'ebuHed
did they pick up the gun. This was particularly graphIC in
Croatia, where the Croatian leadership refused the, man~ efforts in the
ford
areas by Serb leaders, particularly Jovan Raskovic, begmnmg ill
l!a: e;990, to find a political solution for Serbs within Croatia." ~~
~
Serb leaders negotiated the future of the repubhc through
d into the spring of 1992. Second, violence was not natural. Once
1!I91an Se b wartime leader Radovan Karadzic led his party to war, on
• -,-~,
d r -to justify separate statehood-that
the peop Ies of Bosrua

Iegroun s
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could no longer live together, he faced a defiant reality. Violence would
not have been necessary, had people already lived in relatively homogeneous national communities, as in Slovenia, or if people had wanted
to separate voluntarily. To separate people with generations of common
life, violence was necessary. And then, as was true of all communities at
war, the more tired populations became of war and thus the more willing they were to criticize their leaders and question the purpose of the
destruction and fear, the more loyalties had to be renewed and reinforced with violence.
THE ROLE OF FOREIGN POWERS
Violence in the former Yugoslavia, from whatever party, was aimed at
changing borders. Because the borders of states are a matter of international recognition, any explanation of that violence must include the
decisions taken by the major powers. External commitment to the territorial integrity of Yugoslavia would have preempted early attempts at
creating new states and the serious violence that followed in Croatia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Kosovo. Diplomatic management of the
breakup and recognition of new borders for the successor states could
have aimed at minimizing violence. Assertive support for the rights of
people who found themselves in a minority in new nationalizing states,
mcludmg enforcement of those rights, would have provided these new
mmontres a necessary measure of protection and reduced the credibilIty of the nationalist argument that only in a state of their own nation
would they be safe and fully citizens. None of these policies was followed. Foreign'
I'
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rightof national self-determination. Not only did the EC members
ilierebyviolate the territorialintegrity of Yugoslavia, they also declared
ilieinternal borders of the republics as inviolable. Referendums for
independencein Sloveniaand Croatia, and then by Croats and Muslims
inBosnia and Herzegovina,were recognized as legitimate; as with the
Serb boycott of the Bosnianreferendum of February 28-March 1,1992,
iliereferendums among Serbs within those two states for their own
autonomy or statehood were declared illegitimate. Yet because the
nationalpopulations were not contiguous with republican borders, the
necognitionof national statesout of multinational Yugoslavia on the basis
01 the right to self-determination would seem to have required a willingnessto redraw borders.The Dutch proposed just that to EC member
statesin July 1991 when the Netherlands took over the EC presidency
butwere refused.
Moreover, as a result of skillful public relations campaigns for independence and of historical preferences among Western states, internationalactors differentiated among good nationalist assertiveness and
bad,putting the Serbs and their leaders in the latter category, even
beforethere was violence. With each new condemnation and punishment,making Serbia into a pariah state, the Serbs who wanted to argue
lor a liberal nationalist position or against all nationalisms had a more
difficulttask of persuasion. Thus the decision on the location of borders
not only ignored Serb rights, but the rhetoric justifying decisions on the
locationof borders gave credibility to the arguments made by Slobodan
MiloSevicand nationalists to his right: that Serbs needed a Serbian state,
leaders,and army to defend them. Providing no international support
01 protection
to Serbs, the major powers did not oppose but strength"'ed those elements of the third, historicist strand of Serbian national
ideology that was becoming dominant in the 1980s, such as Serbs' hisioricalwillingness to fight against injustice to their people at the hands
oloutsiders and to fight for their land.
In areas of the world historically subject to imperial contest, border
~ will be nationally mixed. When a state is allowed or even encouragedto disintegrate
and new states are formed, the defense of those
n.w borders will be a priority for new leaders. Nationalizing states ar:
likelyto view the nationalloyaity of those border populatIOns as.
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political victory within the republican borders of an independent Serbian state. Instead, the decisions of the Arbitration (Badinter) Commission in January 1992 that Croatia did not yet meet this condition for
recognition were ignored by Germany, the Vatican, Ukraine, and, as a
result, the rest of the European Union (EO)and the United States. Similarly, the EU decision that recognition of Bosnia and Herzegovina must
follow an intemal agreement among the three national communities on
its constitutional order was overruled by American insistence on (and
EU acceptance of) immediate recognition.
The role of foreign powers in the Yugoslav tragedy says as much or
more about the inadequacy of international regimes for borders and for
international supervision of minority rights than about any "Serb
model" or the role of diaspora in the postcommunist era of Eastern
Europe. Inflexibility on borders without a willingness to go to war to
defend international decisions or to be zealously assertive about protections for minorities within new states, as the Croatian case particularly illustrates, is a simple recipe for violence and forced migration.

Conclusion
Toapply the model of the Third Reich and Hitler to Serbia and Milosevic
is to assume that national states already existed in the space of the former Yugoslavia. The violence of its breakup must direct attention to the
process of creating new national states in a multinational and supranational environment. Tofight for a particular set of borders requires an
ideology that takes a position on borders and evokes an obligation to
take up arms. The fact that a minority of Serbs did fight demonstrates
that decisions on the location of borders did matter and that the historical, ethnic strand of Serbian nationalideology had to be credible to those
individuals, who had to choose between the uncertain fate of citizenship
in the new states or resistance against becoming an "endangered" member of a diaspora so close to their homeland. The Brubaker triad is useful in the Serb case as it calls attention to the fact that fears and choices
are not historically given but occur in a political context, one in which
leaders and their interactions send, reinforce, or counteract signals
about security and citizenship. The Serb model cannot be understood
without reference to the actions of leaders in the other republics of the
former Yugoslavia, particularly of Croatia, which set the tone for diaspora Serbs, and the poisonous interaction among three distinct groups:
the "homeland state," the national minority, and the "nationalizing
state." But the Brubaker triad also takes much for granted that should
not be: that there were multiple possible outcomes in the 1980s, that the
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"'" were not given, and that each Yugoslav nation has an ideology
CJmanvelements that also got selected in a complex political inter::>il, among Serbs and between some Serbs and non-Serbs in the
':torry. The Brubaker triad also ignores the influence of foreign pow,
in the case of the Serbs tended to reinforce repeatedly the
.o:dof5erb history and ideology that would lead some to fight, view~~ves victims of injustice and forces outside their control that
:,:~. could right.
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of the Communist ruling elite to radical nationalist positions in an effort to
preserve their own power, with resulting attempts by state forces to whip
up national fear and terror, especially among members of a given nation-

ality living beyond the state borders; the mobilisation of local ethnic
groups,

above all from such diasporas,

partly as a result of 'manipulation'

and partly on the basis of real historically based fears and hatreds and
local fighting

traditions;

and the exploitation

of the resulting conflicts by

criminal gangs and warlords posing more or less sincerely as nationalist
militias"
2.

3.

(p. 219). See chapters

6 and 7, pages 219-68.

"11 Could Do the Most Harm to Vojvodina Hungarians,"
Nepszabadsag,
July 9, 1991, cited in Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS), Daily
Report: East Europe, July 11, 1991, p. 40.

That is, who registered as Serbs in the 1991 census. National identity in
socialist Yugoslavia was an individual choice, expressed in the decennial
censuses, which also included the choice "Yugoslav" and "nationally
undetermined.
The census figures themselves do not give much clue
about the salience of that chosen identity for an individual nor the extent
to which it reflects a nationally mixed background, which in many areas
of the country could be as high as half the population, if several generations are taken into account.
fI
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1 Vladimir Gligorov, a Belgrade political scientist of Macedonian
orig~,
summed up the conflicts that led to violence with the coUapse of Yugoslavta
into "national states" with the aphorism, now widely quoted, that represen
this contingent character of borders, subject to a different outcome: "Why
should I be a minority in your state when you could be a minority in mine?"

1 Rogers Brubaker, "National Minorities, Nationalizing
National Homelands

in the New Europe,"

States, and External
in Brubaker, ed., Nationalism

Reftamed: Nationhood and the National Question in the New Europe ( ew
York: Cambridge

University Press, 1996), pp. 55-76.

1 According to the Office of the United
ations High Commissioner
lor
Refugees (UNHCR) register in September 1997, there were 617,728 refugees
and other victims of theBosnianwar who had found haven in Yugoslavia,
of which 60 percent said they wished to remain in Yugoslavia and only 10
percent said they wished to return home. "Federal Republic of Yugoslavia:
BETA Views Status of Refugees," BET A, September 4, 1997, transcribed
by
the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS-EEU-97-247).
I Bylate 1998, UNHCR officials were speaking openly of these Serb refugees
in Yugoslavia
as "the forgotten group of refugees." See, for example, the
statement of Nicholas Morris, regional director for UNHCR in the transcript of the biweekly press conference in Sarajevo, November 24, 1998,
1

4.

For the Hungarian story, see chapter 1.

5.

For the Albanian

6.

For the ironic position this created for Serbian Jews, see the illuminating

fact that the largest number of refugees, by far, remain those in the Federal

essay by Marko Zivkovic, "The Wish to Be a Jew: Or the Struggle Over
Appropriating
the Symbolic Power of 'Being a Jew' in the Yugoslav Conflict," ms., March 1994.

Republic of Yugoslavia-over
half a million-and
they have tended to be
neglected, between the focus, this year, on Kosovo on the one hand, and
all the emphasis on Dayton implementation that's Bosnia-centric on ~e
other. But, some of thesepeople are starting their seventh year in collec~ve
centers ... a breakthrough in minority return would be key, but not Just
that; many of them may decide to stay in the FRY ... this forgotten group
of refugees."

7.

story, see chapter

For more on the relationship

4.

during the election campaign, see Laura

Silber and Alan Little, Yugoslavia: Death of a Nation (New York: Penguin,
1997, rev. and updated), pp. 85--<17.
8.

Veljko VujaCic, "Historical
Legacies, Nationalist Mobilization, and Political Outcomes in Russia and Serbia: A Weberian View," Theory and Society
25, no. 6 (1996): 780.

9.

See lvo J. Lederer, Yugoslavia at the Paris Peace Conference: A Study in
Frontiermaking (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1963).

10.

In the 1991 census, 6.8 percent of the Serb population
in Yugoslavia lived
m Croatia; another 16 percent lived in Bosnia and Herzegovina; 13.4 percent (about 1,200,000) lived in Vojvodina (an autonomous province within
Serbia), 2.3 percent (around 200,000) in Kosovo (the other autonomou~ province in Serbia), and 0.5 percent (about 12,000) in Macedoniatotalmg 39 ~ercent of Serbs outside Serbia proper. This does not include
the proportion of the population in Montenegro, generally considered
about 50 percent who identify ethnonationally as Serbs,
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Press,

1995),

perhaps paradoxically,
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crisis, is the

analysis draws heavily on the author's Bat/am Tragedy: Chaos
after the Cold War (Washington, D.c.: Brookings Institution
particularly chapters 2-5.

See Lenard Cohen and Paul Warwick, Political Cohesion in a Fragile Mosaic:
The Yugoslav
Experience (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1983).
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See Thomas A. Emmert, Serbian Golgotha: Kosovo, 1389 (New York: East
European Monographs, distributed by Columbia University Press, 1990),
and Robert Elsie, compo and ed., Kosovo: In the Heart of the Powder Keg
(Boulder, Colo.: East European Monographs, distributed by Columbia
University Press, 1997).

alism, in "<Authentic' Hybrids in the Balkan Borderlands:
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28.
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29.

cal change and provide
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the draft memorandum
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BBC documentary The Death of Yugoslavia.
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burgs, and not only among Serbs. Like the repetition of experiences that
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